1. YOU MAY OF COURSE ASSURE AMBASSADOR RADJI THAT WE WOULD WISH TO COOPERATE IN EVERY WAY POSSIBLE IN REFUTING SCURRILOUS CHARGES AGAINST PRINCESS ASHRAF. THEREFORE IN PRINCIPLE WE WOULD BE WILLING TO PROVIDE OFFICIAL US STATEMENT FROM APPROPRIATE AUTHORITY REGARDING FACTS OF MATTER. TO BEST KNOWLEDGE OF STATE DEPARTMENT THERE HAS NEVER BEEN ANY OFFICIAL RECOMMENDATION BY ANY US GOVT AGENCY THAT PRINCESS ASHRAF NOT BE PERMITTED TO ENTER US. WE BELIEVE RECORD OF HER VISITS TO THIS COUNTRY INCLUDING UNIQUE RECEPTION BY THE PRESIDENT AT THE WHITE HOUSE IN 1970 IS AMPLE AND VIVID TESTIMONY OF HIGH ESTEEM WITH WHICH SHE IS REGARDED.

2. FOREGOING NOTWITHSTANDING, WE SERIOUSLY QUESTION WHETHER SUCH A STATEMENT WOULD SERVE ANY USEFUL PURPOSE. PRESUMABLY ITS ACCEPTANCE AS EVIDENCE IN A LAWSUIT WOULD REQUIRE AN OPPORTUNITY FOR IT TO BE CHALLENGED BY THE DEFENSE. THIS COULD CONCEIVABLY REQUIRE WRITTEN OR VERBAL TESTIMONY BY THE US OFFICIAL. DEVELOPING THE MATTER TO THIS EXTENT COULD, WE SUGGEST, GIVE IT A NOTORIETY TOTALLY OUT OF PROPORTION TO THE VALUE OF THE TESTIMONY ITSELF.

3. AS WE UNDERSTAND IT, PRINCESS ASHRAF HAS DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE WHICH WOULD PROVE IRREFUTABLY THAT SHE WAS NOT
INVOLVED IN THE INCIDENT DESCRIBED BY LEMONDE AND OTHER NEWSPAPERS AND WHICH IS SPECIFIC SUBJECT OF HER SUIT. ANY STATEMENT FROM US THEREFORE APPEARS TO BE PERIPHERAL AT BEST TO HER MAIN PURPOSE. SUGGEST THEREFORE, DRAWING ON FOREGOING, THAT YOU ATTEMPT TO PERSUADE AMB RADJI THAT EMBROILING USG IN THIS MATTER IN WAY SUGGESTED WOULD NOT BE HELPFUL.

4. FYI AS YOU APTLY NOTE, IT WOULD BE EXTREMELY EMBARRASSING IF IT WERE TO BECOME PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE THAT ASHRAF HAD REQUESTED SUCH A DOCUMENT AND WE WERE TO DISCOVER, ALTHOUGH WE HAVE NO PRESENT KNOWLEDGE, THAT BY SOME REMOTE CHANCE SOME USG OFFICIAL ACTING ON UNCONFIRMED REPORTS HAD AT ONE TIME MADE A STATEMENT WHICH COULD HAVE BEEN CONSTRUED AS A SUSPICION THAT PRINCESS ASHRAF MIGHT HAVE IN SOME WAY BEEN INVOLVED IN ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES. WE ARE THEREFORE EXTREMELY RELUCTANT TO PURSUE INVESTIGATION OF THIS POSSIBILITY UNLESS YOU CONSIDER IT ESSENTIAL. END FYI. YY